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I have a problem with nice.
Do you know what I mean?
Those people who tell you what they think you want to hear? How your hair always looks
great (even when you know it doesn’t), or how your food is always the most delicious they’ve
ever had (even the peanut butter and jelly sandwich), or what you’ve written is awesome
(when you know it’s crap).
I don’t need that. In fact, I hate that.
See, I think there’s a diﬀerence between “nice” and kind, compassionate, or empathic. (Or
maybe I’m just not very nice!)
The latter I love and crave in my people. We create a connection that’s truthful (even the
hard stuﬀ) but share it in a positive, supportive, and sensitive way.
Nice is just … well, nice. Disconnected. Dishonest. Disingenuous. Superﬁcial. Need I go on?
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But it’s a thing in our culture. A thing we’re taught. A strategy we learn to keep peace and
stay safe.
But there’s a big ‘ol downside to nice.
See I think nice is another one of those stories we tell to protect us from our true feelings.
Feelings we need. Feelings that are our wisdom.
Sure, it’s a strategy we use to please others when we just don’t have the guts to tell the truth
(though we know the truth). But it’s also how we hide from ourselves—from the emotions
that make us squirm, allowing only the “positive” ones. We act “nice,” pretending things are
good when they’re not.
This is not to say we shouldn’t cultivate positive emotions, like love and gratitude, or act with
kindness, empathy, and compassion toward others. We need all that.
But life and the world aren’t all good. We need to know and accept that. We need the wisdom
of our true feelings. Nice hides all that.
Nice is not at all the same as kindness, compassion, and empathy. I think nice is dangerous.
Nice disguises our authenticity. Nice shuts us down and shuts others down. Nice keeps our
relationships, interactions, and experiences superﬁcial by closing the door to the truth we all
desperately need. Truth that must be heard and will ﬁnd its way in, one way or another—like
anger, resentment, and jealousy.
We’ve all been there. We all know this.
Tell me what you think about nice (and don’t be nice about it!).
Have a Beautiful day!
Karyn
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